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    Beyond the smoke  How A History 
of the World reached out to the regions
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Turner returns
Owner withdraws 
painting after 30  
years on display

Present arms 
Arms and armour 
displayed in new light

British Museum 
Kingdom of Ife
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   Baring all  Millennium projects 
celebrate coming of age in style
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 The long  
 game
The Dome was widely seen as 
a financial and creative disaster 
but 10 years on, how are the 
other millennium projects 
faring? Sharon Heal investigates
It is a universal truth that 
the things that go wrong are 
often etched most deeply on 
the collective memory: we 
remember the tragedies and 
somehow the triumphs slip our 
minds. This inclination is often 
fuelled by the media. A decade 
after many of the millennium 
schemes opened, a spate of 
articles have questioned the 
“costly arts projects” that have 
“flopped”. But soundbites and 
column inches are one thing 
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Facing page: The Lowry 
in Salford Quays is  
a focal point of the  
area’s regeneration.  
Right: London’s 
riverside Millennium 
Dome, which is now  
a concert and 
exhibition venue

Museums Journal is the leading 
publication for museum, gallery  
and heritage professionals.  
It is published monthly by the 
Museums Association (MA) –  
the professional membership 
organisation representing  
the museum sector. 

Put your business on display
Museums Journal provides 
comprehensive news, analysis, 
profiles and reviews. It is delivered 
to all MA members (individuals  
and institutions) and additional 
subscribers.

Partnership 
National museums 
say they will be 
more open about 
regional objectives
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   Universal museum  The Ashmolean 
reconnects its visitors with its collections 

Readership

45,000
Circulation

9 ,  5 0 0
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These collections 
deserve gallery space 
not just cyberspace

Felicity Heywood

From where I’m standing I couldn’t have been the only one to notice 
the irony of the Victoria and Albert Museum 
(V&A) hosting the excellent three-day 
conference From the Margins to the Core, 
given the historical maginalisation of its 
African collections (see Museums Journal June 
2007, p16 for more on the V&A’s view of Africa).

The international-facing conference was 
broad in its speakers and content, looking at 
the increasing significance of diversity and 
equality in museum and heritage policy and 
practice. It was an exciting three days with an 
air of open discussion and new voices – 
elements often missing at many museum and 
heritage conferences.

Mark O’Neill, director of policy, research 
and development at Culture and Sport 
Glasgow and one of the speakers, made the 
point that temporary exhibitions are often 
seen as outside of the “pure knowledge” of 
the general museum. Any attempts to put 
this right should be done in the physical 
space of the museum, and not digitally or 
online – areas that are seen as an add on and 
not core to the museum. As much as we may 

think the web is the future – and the future 
is now – the physical and the tangible still 
reign supreme. 

At the V&A, an Africa Curators’ Group 
has been formed to find a way forward to 
display the 3,600 items dating back to the fifth 
century discovered in its collection. Early on 
in the conference there was said to be “talk” of 
an African gallery. And it was revealed that in 
December last year, V&A director Mark Jones 
had mentioned this at a public event. 

But it was all just talk. The V&A has 
decided that its African collections are best 
addressed by a web-based project that will 
focus on 20th-century and contemporary 
design, graphic arts and performance arts 
“to play to its established strengths”. 

And what will happen to the ancient and 
historical material that the museum holds? 
There were excuses such as “there is no 
obvious space at the moment” and there 
can’t be an African gallery “without 
substantial justification”. Well, isn’t the 
need, and I would hope desire, to redress the 
balance justification enough?

Michael Butler

The public’s love of 
local history can be 
harnessed for museums W

hen the 
historian David 
Starkey opens 
an exhibition 
with the words: 
“What most 
people don’t 

realise is that Canterbury is one of the most 
important places on God’s earth,” you know 
are off to a flying start. 

The exhibition was Canterbury: England’s 
Crucible – 1,000 years of the city’s history 
from St Augustine to the Tudors. It was a 
£45,000 Heritage Lottery Fund project at 
Canterbury Christ Church University’s 
Sidney Cooper Gallery – a partnership 
between the university’s history department 
and Canterbury Archaeological Trust.

The idea was to create some advocacy for 
the city and explain simply how it came to be 
a World Heritage Site. A bonus was that it 
created interest in local history and added 
strength to the local campaign against 
museum closures. 

The exhibition was aimed at schools and a 
family audience but designed to appeal to all 
comers: 20 story panels, artefacts spanning 
the period, costumes, metal detector finds and 
a scale model of the pre-reformation city in 
AD1500 with its two large monasteries, 
plethora of friaries and 22 parish churches.

There was a six-minute documentary film, 
a book of the exhibition and a website with a 
quiz and interactives for children. A free city 
trail/map was given out to each visitor.

The exhibition attracted more than 5,000 

visitors in 36 days. It included two free public 
lectures as well as a free university study  
day. There was also a schools programme. 
The exhibition was evaluated using a visitor 
comments book and by interviews with 
visitors. Two comments stood out: “This 
exhibition needs a permanent home,” and  
“I didn’t know there was a museum down 
this end of the High Street.” 

Both of these comments were very 
encouraging. They showed that visitors not 
only appreciated the exhibition but that they 
wanted more. It appears that there is a strong 
interest in local history – it seems to be in our 
DNA. While Canterbury as a subject is a gift 
because of its many and varied stories, the 
planning methodology and curatorial 
aspiration of this show is eminently 
transferable. 

Importantly, this exhibition took place at  
a time when two out of the four city council-
run museums face a threat of closure (see 
news, p7). It demonstrated that the interest  
in local history is real. A week after the 
exhibition’s launch, there was a public rally 
outside the Roman Museum in protest at the 
proposed cuts. This was bolstered by 
Starkey’s comments. It appears that the 
public’s love of their own local history is  
non- negotiable.

Michael Butler is the arts director at  
Canterbury Christ Church University 
For more information on the Museums 
Association’s ...Love Museums campaign see 
www.museumsassociation.org/lovemuseums
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Museums Journal has an 
outstanding reputation for excellent 
news coverage, insightful profiles, 
and independent reviews. It is 
noted for its quality editorial 
internationally and has a following 
of avid professional readers. 
Advertising in Museums Journal 
associates your business with 
quality, will raise your profile  
and give your business the edge  
in the cultural market.

The professional’s choice
We’ve got it covered
Museums Journal offers the  
right coverage for any business 
targeting the museum, gallery  
and heritage market. Museums 
Journal is read in 100% of national 
and local authority museums,  
and covers 60% of independent 
museums, as well as other sector 
organisations, historic properties, 
art galleries, libraries  
and archives.

With such strong coverage you  
can be confident that Museums 
Journal will deliver your message  
to the right people.

“We always advertise in Museums 
Journal because it is the only 
magazine that reaches all sector 
professionals. It is very well written 
and produced and is full of topical/
current events. This is exactly what 
the museum sector needs and why 
we will continue to support 
Museums Journal.”
Graham Wakeford, Director, 
Beck Interiors Ltd
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Scotland debates future funding
Report wants money to 
be more evenly shared 
across the country

Felicity Heywood

A call for a “rebalancing” of 
how Scotland’s museums 
and galleries are supported 
and funded was made in a 
report published last month 
by Museums Galleries 
Scotland (MGS). Challenges 
and Opportunities is based on 
consultation with MGS’s 350 
members. 

At present only the national 
museums – National 
Museums Scotland (NMS) 
and the National Galleries of 
Scotland (NGS) – receive 
direct funding from the 
Scottish Government.

Joanne Orr, chief executive 
of MGS, said: “The report 
highlights issues which have 
been evident and indeed 
growing for some time. 
However, in the current 
financial climate, competitive 
tourism environment and 
forecast of public sector cuts – 
some museums and galleries 
across the country will 
shortly reach breaking point.”

The report calls for a 
“balanced, cross Scotland 
view”. Orr pointed to the 
recent capital awards from the 
Recognised Collections of 
National Significance, which 
is administered by MGS as an 
indication of how much 
demand there was for funding. 
Although £750,000 was 
available, £3m was requested.

The national museums 
responded to the MGS report 
with a joint statement from 
John Leighton, director-
general of NGS, and Gordon 
Rintoul, director of NMS. It 
said: “The national collections 
support the notion that the 
museums and galleries sector 
across Scotland would benefit 
from extra investment, for 
example from national and 
local government. 

“We do not support the 
notion, touched on in the MGS 
report, that existing funding 
could somehow be redirected 
from the national museums 

and galleries to other parts of 
the sector without drastic 
consequences.”

The statement said that the 
national museums were 
“already hard-pressed to 
maintain an international 
level of ambition” and the 
situation was likely to worsen 
with predicted public 
spending cuts. “It is very 
difficult to see how the wider 
museums community and the 
Scottish public could be 
better served by dissipating 
and weakening the position of 
the national organisations.”

One MGS member, who 
preferred to remain 
anonymous, said the pitting 
of the nationals against the 
rest of the sector was 
unhelpful. The source said 
everyone on both sides knew 
that there were issues but 
there was some merit to the 
report. The source added that 
it  was important to question 
how the cultural voice in 
Scotland is heard.

A new organisation, 
Creative Scotland, which has 
all of the cultural sector under 
its wing except for museums, 
is perceived to have a strong 
voice. A source said: “MGS is 
an anomaly and it is heading 
into a sand dune. Apart from 
handing out grants, its 
powers of persuasion, 
lobbying and ability to 
represent the sector at the top 

table need signs of coming 
back to life.”  

A spokeswoman for MGS 
said the idea behind the 
report was to give the sector 
an opportunity to respond 
and to be consulted on major 
issues. She said its purpose 
was to flag up opinion of the 
members and to feed into the 
next stages for the Scottish 
Museums Think Tank, which 
was convened in 2009 by the 
Scottish Government.

As part of the consultation 
MGS asked its members, if 
there was one message to go 
to the minister for culture and 
external affairs and the 
Scottish Museums Think 
Tank, what would it be?

The three consistent 
themes that emerged were the 
role and value of the sector, 
knowledge, expertise and 
networks, and planning and 
funding for the sector.

The report says: “Museums 
and galleries across Scotland 
are calling out for 
acknowledgement and 
appreciation of the value that 
they represent to Scotland’s 
heritage, culture, tourism, 
education, health and local 
community structures.”

The Scottish Museums 
Think Tank, which includes 
Rintoul and Leighton, will 
now consider the report.
www.museumsgalleries 
scotland.org.uk

The McManus: 
Dundee’s Art 
Gallery and 
Museum 
reopened in 
February 
following  
a £12m 
redevelopment

In March 2010, Museums 
Galleries Scotland 
announced that the 
following 12 venues with 
Recognised collections had 
been awarded a share of 
£750,000 in capital funding 
(the fund was more than 
three times oversubscribed, 
with £3m applied for):

l Museum of Scottish 
Lighthouses (£63,063) to 
modernise storage conditions
and make stored objects
accessible to the public
l University of Aberdeen 
(£85,000) for a new gallery
on its main campus to display
collections 
l Auchindrain Trust
(£21,000) to refurbish its 
visitor centre
l Dundee City Council
(£60,000) to build a storage 
system for its paintings within 
its Recognised Fine and 
Decorative Art Collection
l Dundee Heritage Trust  
(£50,415) for conservation
work on Captain Scott’s ship,
the RRS Discovery
l Scottish Fisheries Trust 
(£33,800) for an interactive
facility for visitors
l City of Edinburgh Council
(£80,628) to raise the profile,
improve access and care of 
the council’s collection of
Scottish art
l Scottish Railway 
Preservation Society 
(£160,000) to create an open
storage system
l Glasgow City Council 
(£110,000) to help unite the
textile collection that is 
currently spread across four 
venues
l Glasgow School of Art 
(£51,921) to install solar-
controlled blinds into display 
areas to protect light-sensitive
works of art
l Scottish Football Museum
(£70,470) to improve its
lighting system
l Renfrewshire Council 
(£38,400) to move its Paisley
Shawls and design and sample
books to a new storeroom

Capital funding



Collecting cultures
New grant schemes 
are invigorating 
collections

Kicked into touch
Campaign fails 
to keep National 
Football Museum 
in Preston

Day of the dead
Moctezuma, 
Aztec Ruler, the 
British Museum
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   Leading light  What the last ten years 
have done for museums and galleries
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Museums Journal is read by  
the highest number of decision 
makers and key influencers in the 
sector. Promoting your business  
in Museums Journal means you  
will reach the people with budgets 
to spend.

Inserts
Putting an insert in the magazine is 
an excellent way of connecting with 
your audience. Inserts give you the 
option to say more than is possible 
in a display advert. 

Reach the key players
Contact us today
Contact Abigail Lasisi the  account 
manager for Museums Journal on 
020 7566 7830 or email  
adverts@museumsassociation.org 
Ashley can talk you through all  the 
advertising options available  and 
provide you with information on 
forthcoming features to ensure you 
can maximise the potential of your 
promotion.

Readership by job type

Consultant 
8% 

Assistant  
10% 

Senior Management  
13%

Curator/Keeper
20% 

Director  
12%

Marketing and  
Administration  
10% 

Technical  
12%

Officer  
15%
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by the artist Cai Guo-Qiang. 
The Zendai Himalayas Art 
Museum features a 3,000sq m 
“art supermarket”. 

France: Parliament 
has voted to return the 
mummified heads of 15 Maori 
warriors, which are housed 
at several museums across 
France, to New Zealand. 
The heads, which will be 
sent to the Museum of New 
Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa 
in Auckland, were removed 
by European travellers in the 
18th and 19th centuries.

France: The Centre 
Pompidou-Metz, a regional 
outpost of the Paris-based 
modern art museum, 
has opened in the north-
eastern town of Metz. The 
new 10,700sq m building 

includes four galleries 
that will host temporary 
exhibitions displaying works 
drawn mainly from the 
Centre Pompidou. The new 
gallery, with its distinctive 
undulating roof, is the work 
of Japanese designer Shigeru 
Ban and Jean de Gastines, 
from France. The project had 
a budget of ¤72m, while the 
annual operating costs are 
estimated at ¤10m.

Turkey: An investigation 
into the inventory of Ankara 
State Museum of Painting and 
Sculpture, commissioned by 
the Turkish culture ministry, 
has revealed that about 400 
works in the collection are 
missing or have been replaced 
by forgeries. Government 
officials said state institutions 
had borrowed works  

from the museum over  
the past 30 years.

US: Billionaire Tom 
Golisano has given $5m to 
the Children’s Museum of 
Naples, in Florida, which is 
scheduled to open in spring 
2011. The museum, which 
has raised $21m towards its 
$25m target, has pledged to 
match the donation. “Tom’s 
donation is the fertiliser 
on the tree,” said Simone 
Lutgert, the capital campaign 
chairwoman. The institution 
has been renamed The 
Golisano Children’s Museum 
of Naples.

Compiled by Gareth Harris. 
Seen in the Washington Post, 
BBC, Associated Press, the 
National (Abu Dhabi), the Art 
Newspaper and Naplesnews.com 

Afghanistan: The first 
museum dedicated to the 
mujahideen, the rebels who 
fought the Soviet Union 
during its occupation of 
Afghanistan (1979-89), 
has opened in the western 
city of Herat. The exhibits 
include portraits of 50 dead 
commanders and a 360° 
diorama that depicts the 
mujahideen’s victory over 
the Russians in Herat.

China: Several museums 
have opened in Shanghai 
to coincide with the World 
Expo, which runs from 
1 May to 31 October and 
is expected to attract 100 
million visitors. They 
include the Rockbund 
Art Museum, which has 
opened with a celebration of 
“peasant creativity”, curated 

Centre 
Pompidou-
Metz: budget 
of ¤72m

World news digest

Former Coors 
site reopens
National Brewery Centre 
to maintain integrity 

Gary Noakes

The former Coors Visitor 
Centre and Museum of 
Brewing has pledged to 
maintain the integrity of its 
collection despite reopening 
as a leisure attraction.

The Burton museum has 
reopened as the National 
Brewery Centre following its 
takeover by attractions 
company Planning Solutions.

Previous owner Molson 
Coors has pledged £100,000 
annually for 25 years towards 
building maintenance, as  
well as £200,000 in initial 
matched funding.

Steve Hamilton, the 
National Brewery Centre’s 
commercial director, said: 
“We have to strike a balance 
between the integrity of  
the heritage site and the 
collection we have, and make 
it accessible to people.”

Plans include using historic 
vehicles to ferry visitors 
around the site and a 
children’s play area.

Court to rule on future of 
Wedgwood’s collection

of donations would have to  
be sought.

“Everyone involved is 
trying to establish a way that 
means the collection is kept 
intact,” he said.

The museum is continuing 
to operate as normal. 

Trust chairman George 
Stonier said it was in talks 
“with a wide range” of 
interested parties to see how 
the Designated Collections 
could be preserved.

that guarantees payments to 
members of eligible funds, 
can safeguard payments to 
members of the Wedgwood 
Group Pension Plan. The PPF 
can act only once a company 
is placed into administration.

Steve Currie, an insolvency 
director with administrators 
Begbies Traynor, said a court 
application had been made to 
decide whether the museum’s 
collection was available to 
unsecured creditors.

“We anticipate that will 
take up to six months to 
resolve,” he said. 

The administrators can 
argue that the collection has 
endowment status, meaning 
that it cannot be sold. 

“There is some question as 
to whether the collection is 
held in trust by the museum, 
as some pieces have been 
donated,” added Currie.  
“If it is not, the assets will 
become available.”

He said if this was the case, 
a financial donation or series 

Wedgwood 
Museum: 
facing 
questions as  
to whether its 
collection is 
held in trust

Decision on whether 
collection can be sold to 
plug a £135m pensions 
deficit could take months

Gary Noakes

The Wedgwood Museum 
Trust faces a six-month wait 
for a court to decide whether 
the Wedgwood Pension Plan 
Trustee Limited (WPPTL) 
has a claim on its collection 
to plug a £135m shortfall in 
pension payments.

A legal quirk means that 
because five museum trust 
staff were members of the 
7,000-strong Wedgwood 
Group Pension Plan, which 
is managed by WPPTL, 
when Wedgwood collapsed 
last year, the trust could face 
liability for the entire £135m, 
rather than the £60,000 owed 
to the five concerned.

The trust has been put in 
administration so that the 
Pension Protection Fund 
(PPF), the government body 

The Anderson Collection of

Art Nouveau

Admission £4, concessions £2
Includes entry to The Artist’s Studio

Sainsbury Centre for Visual Arts
UEA, Norwich NR4 7TJ
01603 593199  www.scva.ac.uk

The Sainsbury Centre is supported by Marketing sponsor
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Tuesday 9 February – 
Sunday 23 May

The art of 
communication

East Publishing is an award-winning 
publishing, design and communications 
company. Our work with clients in the 
culture and heritage sector has helped 
them achieve higher profi les, reach 
new audiences and communicate 
more effi ciently and effectively.

We can do the same for you.

For more information contact 
Anthony Denny
T  +44 (0) 1603 625700
E  anthony@eastpublishing.com
www.eastpublishing.com

V&A Magazine is designed by East Publishing’s Andrew Johnson for Cultureshock Media. Seahenge: An Archaeological Conundrum was written by East Publishing’s Charlie Watson for English Heritage.
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